A Surface Plate provides a flat surface for rear roller
adjustments, checking bedknife clearances and detecting frame
alignment problems. Made of machined aluminum and built-in
parallel bar for fast, easy adjustment to the rear roller.

620 Bedknife Facing Tool

365 Back Lapper

Quickly sharpens and hones reels and bedknives between
major sharpening. Connects easily to most reel mowers and
can sharpen gang mowers while still connected.

386 Hole Cutter Sharpener

Improve cut quality between
major sharpenings. The Model
620 Bedknife Facer Tool comes
with a grinding disc for
effective grinding results,
and an adjustable front-angle
feature which allows for easy
access to the front face of a
knife.

Easy-to-use sharpener quickly puts
a razor sharp edge on your hole
cutters in a matter of seconds. With
a light touch, you get a microscopic
honing of your hole cutter to bring
it back to better than its original
sharpness. Your hole cutter will be
easier to use and this sharpening
will prevent root damage on your
greens, evident by those unsightly
brown rings.

450 Rotary Blade Grinder
The 450 Rotary Blade Grinder
makes it possible to grind any
angle desired with an easy-touse, adjustable blade guide to
rest the blade on. This rugged
unit can handle all rotary
blades, including mulching
blades, and will quickly and efficiently sharpen to a crisp
cutting edge. The specially formulated 1” x 8”, 24 grit grinding
wheel aggressively removes metal, yet provides a cool cut to
minimize your grind time on right and left handed rotary blades.
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premium accessories

lapping compounds
Available in Razor Sharp (standard grade) and Diamonite (premium)
brands. Diamonite compound dramatically reduces volumes of
compound required and improves the speed of honing an edge.
With harder reels and bedknives there is a demand for a higher
performance compound and Foley’s Diamonite sets the standard.

THE LIFTSTATION
Mountable table-lift is an option for the ACCU-Pro 633 and
the ACCU-Spin 622 Series reel grinders. This unit serves as
a workbench for shop repairs and as a lift to safely load
cutting units into grinding machines.

Available in 10 lbs. and 25 lbs. pails
60 Grit Fast metal removal for fairway mowers
80 Grit Regular maintenance of fairway and green mowers

Features and Specifications
XX Heavy-duty all steel construction
XX 44.5” (113 cm) wide x 25” (63 cm) deep skid resistant
steel lifting platform
XX 39.5” (100 cm) working height capability
XX 400 lbs. (180 kg) lifting capacity
XX Permanently attaches with (8) 3/8” steel bolts
XX 115 VAC Power System

120 Grit Extra fine finish lapping of green and tee mowers
150 Grit Diamonite Ultra fine finish lapping of green and tee mowers

grinding wheels
Each wheel is specially formulated for maximum effectiveness and
to Foley specifications. Don’t settle for inferior performance, use
only factory original grinding wheels for maximum performance and
reliability to maintain a quality grind.

Borazon bedknife grinding wheel
the Borazon bedknife grinding wheel is
a special abrasive designed to improve
performance when grinding hardened
bedknives. resultgs lasting much longer
than standard ceramic grinding wheels.

THE workstation
Mobile Workstation table-lift is easily moved around the shop
on 4” castor wheels. Conduct repairs on engines, trimmers,
and other equipment. Unit can also be positioned on the back
of the ACCU-Pro 633 and ACCU-Spin 622 Series reel grinders for
loading and unloading of cutting units.

Features and Specifications
XX Heavy-duty all steel construction for easy maneuvering
XX Transport carriage with 4” (10 cm) diameter castor wheels
XX 44.5” (113 cm) wide x 25” (63 cm) deep skid resistant steel
lifting platform
XX 39.5” (100 cm) working height capability
XX 400 lbs. (180 kg) lifting capacity
XX Anti roll-off mechanism
XX Floor stop device to prevent movement once
platform has been raised

electric hoist
Optional universal hoist fits on all of the tabletop style reel
grinders—including the 653, 633, and 622 ACCU-Series grinders. This
provides a safe and easy way of loading a cutting unit from the front
or rear of the 633 and 622 grinders and a front load option for the 653.

Features and Specifications
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

Heavy-duty all steel construction
400 lbs. (180 kg) lifting capacity
Hand-held control
Steel chain and hook loading system
Easily retrofits to existing grinders

XX Docking feature with reel grinder
XX 12V re-chargeable sealed power system
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